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1943 

At 01.55 hour in the early morning  of 12-06-1943 Halifax HR719 crashed in the 

neighbourhood of hotel “De Plasmolen” Mook Holland. From the crew 6 out of 

7 were killed immediately. 

 Below the entry in the Operations Record Book from 158 Squadron. 

 

The aircraft was on its inbound leg to the target Düsseldorf when it was 

attacked by a nightfighter out of Flugplatz Venlo. Major Werner Streib from 

1.Nacht Jagd Geswader 1.  flew a new nightfighter the Heinkel 219  for the first 

time that night. He shot down 5 allied bombers including Halifax HR719 that 

night. On landing he crashed  but he and his radio operator received just minor 

injuries. He survived the war with 68 aircraft shot down. 

  Major Werner Streib 
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The He-219 seen at Venlo and the crashed cockpit section of Streib’s aircraft. 

   

Some pictures from the target made by aircraft of 158 Sqn that night above 

Düsseldorf. 
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The Loss Chart with the essential information: note also the Cemetery’s and 

grave numbers where the crew are buried. 

 

Documentation Research 

Chris van der Linden contacted me July 2018 and asked me to investigate the 

crash. He was in contact with 2 family members: Sally Anne Stif her uncle was 

Sgt. Lay Flurrie and Mike Laycock a cousin from Sgt.Lee. 

Han van Arnsbergen and myself were actually in the process of investigating 

the crashes in Mook and Gennep when Chris made his request to me.  Han had 

already lots of documentation from the crash. 

 

The document showing the crew’s arival date 19-05-1943  at 158 Sqn. 
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Han copied some pages from a  local book about WW2 in the Mook area. Some 

witness reports talk about the crash of Halifax HR719. 

  

Witness reports 

Mr. Piet van  Elsen was outside that night watching the skies above him with 

lots of aircraft activity going on, he was still a young boy then. He saw the 

Halifax bomber coming down after it exploded. The first thing he heard were 

the engine’s plunging into the earth. The fuselage crashed about 10 meter from 

their house. There was 1 dead crewmember in front of their home. A little 

further down the road another crewmember was found dead,  hanging in his 

parachute in top of a tree. Another 2 crewmembers were found dead about 

200 yards North of the crashsite. 

The tail of the aircraft with the turret came down behind Piets house close to 

the house of the Cousin family. 2 crewmembers were in that aircraft part and 

one was dead. Sgt Green in the turret was still alive but barely. He murmeled 

some words and then lost consciousness. Piets family worked with saws to get 

him out of the turret and brought him into their house where they nursed him. 

In the morning the police came and the tailgunner Sgt Green was brought to 

the hospital in Arnhem and later to a hospital in Amsterdam were he died on 

18 June 1943. 
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Another witness Dorus Derks  who worked in hotel “De Plasmolen” ( the hotel 

burned to the ground in 2001 and does not exist anymore) woke up from the 

noise and went outside. He found  one of the crewmembers  in the pond of the 

hotel and got him out of the water, unfortunately he was dead. One of the 

main wheels and part of the landing gear from the Halifax was lying close to the 

hotel as well a wing of the aircraft. 

There is some original film footage about the war in the Mook area and a few 

fragments show one of the main wheels of the Halifax at the hotel and some 

remains of the aircraft out on the road. The link to the film is :  

https://www.gennepnu.nl/ Open film in the top row. 

 Then open: Gennep in de oorlogsjaren (1) and from minutut 2:04 untill minute 

2: 34 the fragments are shown. 

Below 2 pics taken from this film,  a wheel from the main landinggear en big 

pieces of the wing that both came down at hotel “De Plasmolen”. 

 

https://www.gennepnu.nl/
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part of the wing 

Also in the book an overview from the people living in that arera around hotel 

“De Plasmolen” in 1944. 

From this information combined with the story’s of the witnesse’s  a overview 

picture from the crashsite could be reconstructed. With the emphasis on the 

location of the big parts that came down. 
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 The picture used from the crashlocation is from March 1945. 

 

The situation nowadays. 
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Begin august 2018 Sjaak de Veth and myself members from “Planehunters” 

went out with our metaldetetors and searched the area East of the house were 

the family van Elsen lived in 1943.  No remains of the aircraft  could be found 

anymore .  

Some location pictures below, the pond from hotel “De Plasmolen”        

     

  Sjaak de Veth with detector across the old home fom Piet van Elsen. 

 

 

www.Planehunters.be  and on facebook as well  “Planehunters Recovery Team 

Begium”. 

http://www.planehunters.be/
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